How You Can Thrive During the Pandemic

**Be humble**
If people trust you, new members will come to church. Strive to live what you preach and teach to set an example. Care for your people, trust them, empower them, and be in constant contact with them.

**Clarify your purpose**
In working with churches, our Advisors have seen that many were planning to expand their ministry pre-pandemic. It may be delaying the process, but they still have a clear vision of what they want.

**Attend to your community’s needs**
Pension Fund’s COVID-19 Congregational Impact Survey reported that churches’ service activities included delivering the home bound supplies, feeding those in need, and making masks.

**Adapt**
Most churches now are comfortable with having virtual worship services and group meetings. But they’ll also need to adapt to guidelines that might change in response to the spread of COVID-19.

**Develop and empower leadership**
It’s not a one-way street. Thriving churches not only rely on pastors, but on teachers and discipleship leaders to support the church. In addition, pastors surround themselves with leaders in areas needed by the church.
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